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In order to fulfil the charitable objectives
of the Students’ Union we develop a
Strategic Plan that aims to create a
medium to long term picture of the
priorities of the Students’ Union. In 2014
the Students’ Union came to the end of
a four year Strategic Plan and so a new
Strategic Plan is required for 2014 and
beyond.
Throughout the 2013/14 academic year
the Students’ Union has conducted a
significant piece of research work to
gain an even greater understanding
of the interests, needs and support
requirements of the students at York
St John University, the members of the
Students’ Union.
In order to gain a comprehensive
understanding of the perceptions,
interactions and impacts of York St John
Students’ Union on the experiences and
lives of students and stakeholders within
the University and local community a
number of different research methods
were used.

All Student Questionnaire

Stakeholder Questionnaire

Focus Groups and Market Testing

A quantitative online questionnaire
was conducted in order to understand
students’ experiences both of the Union
and the University. The questionnaire
was designed and hosted by Alterline
and was administered online. Students
were invited to respond to the
questionnaire via emails sent by YSJSU
between 26th November 2013 and 6th
January 2014. A total of 1,069 students
completed the questionnaire; and the
demographics of these respondents were
in keeping with the overall demographic
profile of the institution as a whole.

A short qualitative questionnaire
was sent by e-mail to a number of
stakeholders including Union staff and
key student representatives, University
senior management, academic staff
and other partners. The qualitative
questionnaire has been used to
broaden our understanding of the
current situation from an external
perspective. It explored stakeholder
perceptions of the Union; stakeholder
experiences of working in partnership
with the Union; perceived strengths
and weaknesses and opportunities
going forward. The questionnaire was
designed and hosted by Alterline and
was administered online. Stakeholders
completed the survey between 4th
November and 19th December 2013. A
total of 51 Stakeholders completed the
questionnaire.

Following the collation of the
questionnaire results and other research
findings these were presented to the
Students’ Union Trustee Board and
then a number of focus groups were
conducted with students, staff and
key stakeholders. The Students’ Union
Strategic Plan 2014 and beyond was
then developed, and drafted with the
approval of the Trustee Board. Once
drafted the Vision, Mission, Values and
Strategic Plan was market tested with
students, staff, University Staff and
other key stakeholders to ensure its
relevance, and ensure the objectives and
key performance indicators within it are
logical and applicable.

In-Depth Student Interviews
A total of 25 in-depth interviews were
conducted with respondents who
had completed the online all-student
questionnaire. These interviews were
conducted over the telephone, and
trained researchers guided participants
through a semi-structured questionnaire.

The new Strategic Plan for
2014 and beyond!

Professional Development &
Employability

It is with great pride and satisfaction that
we have now completed the first year
of our three year plan. Similarly to the
previous Strategic Plan the new plan is
made up of five key strategic themes.
These are as follows:

Ensuring students grow and develop
as professional people, and have the
advantage when getting a job once they
have completed their time at University.

Being a Member

Helping and supporting students along
their journey and time at University,
including providing independent advice.

Providing a platform for social and
cultural integration, helping students
to make friends and take part in
extracurricular activities.
Community & Life Skills
Learning life skills whilst at University,
encouraging students to become involved
in volunteering, learning financial
management skills, and being positive
role models in the local community.
Academic Achievement
Supporting the teaching and learning at
the institution, and providing the support
students need to complete their degree.

Welfare, Support & Advice

Our People
People are a key asset in ensuring we
live our core values and deliver our
Strategic Plan, we are committed to
the development of our people and
recognising and rewarding their valuable
contributions to our aims.
In order to help us deliver our Strategic
Plan we have identified a number of
Strategic Enablers. These are as follows:
Finance & Resources
It is essential we spend the members’
funds wisely and ensure future stability

whilst being flexible to adapt to changing
needs; also the physical space services
are delivered from needs to be fit for
purpose.
The University Partnership
We will continue to strengthen the
partnership relationship with the
University whilst remaining the critical
friend, acting in the best interests of
members.

OUR VALUES
A full copy of the YSJSU Strategic Plan
2014-17 including details of strategic
theme objectives and key performance
indicators is available on the Documents
page of our website (www.ysjsu.com).
This Impact Report aims to report on
the progress we have made to delivering
our Strategic Plan throughout 2014/15.
The statistical information within it has
been gathered from a number of sources
including the Students’ Union Annual
Members’ Survey conducted in January
2015 and the National Student Survey
results released in the summer of 2015.

At all times we are INCLUSIVE and ensure
that what we do does not offend or isolate
anyone; we are always REPRESENTATIVE of
the best interests of the members of YSJSU
and are ENGAGING with our members to
make sure we are in touch with them to
ensure we can be SUPPORTIVE throughout
their journey at University. Finally, we make
sure we’re having FUN!

SU PRESIDENT (14-15)

The Highlights of my Year
• Held the first referendum in YSJSU
history, with over 700 students voting on
whether or not we remove lad mags from
the shop

LAURA JACKSON

Our mission is to enhance the experience
of York St John students and in 2014/15
we have certainly achieved that. It’s been
an exciting and progressive year for York
St John Students’ Union.
We’ve delivered brand new campaigns
and initiatives to enrich our members’
experience of university life. From an
anti-sexual harassment campaign, which
saw the university commit to giving all
first years health and safety training in
welcome week, to having the highest
number of members ever attend Sports
and Societies Annual Dinner to record
attendance at our Senate and AGM,
demonstrating students are playing a
more active part in the decision making
of their Students’ Union.
Our membership engagement in all areas
has increased and we firmly believe the
work we do means York St John students
leave with not just a degree but with

• Held staff-student forums with the TEL
team and with the Vice Chancellor on the
future university Strategic Plan

unforgettable memories, lifelong friends
and qualities to help them achieve their
future ambitions.
It truly has been a year of success for
the Students’ Union. We started the year
being awarded NUS Small & Specialist
Union of the Year 2014 and I’m delighted
to say we’ve finished the year with
increased satisfaction, with a NSS score
of 77% and been awarded Silver for
Investors in People accreditation. This is
a true testament to the sabbaticals, part
time officers, staff team, trustees and
volunteers who are truly dedicated to
improving the lives of students.
2015/16 will continue to be an exciting
year, with a new building in the pipeline
and new officers with exciting manifestos.
The numbers in this report demonstrate
the huge impact we have not just on our
members lives but on our University,

• Increased the student voice on
university committees this year, with all
four faculty chairs now sitting on ESEC

community and wider society, with large
amounts raised for numerous charities
and community volunteering, including
a city wide litter pick. We hope this
report demonstrates the ways in which
our Students’ Union and our members
make fantastic changes for the benefit of
others.

• Our annual survey results revealed an
increase of 11% of students knowing
their officers compared to last year – this
has been done via SU On Tour campaign,
officer appearances in halls, lectures
and Holgate, more advertising within
the students union, giving information to
staff on the SU and what it does for the
first time this year.
• Worked with the council on the General
Election, being at different areas of
campus with iPads registering students
to vote
• Held a Candidates Question Time so

students were aware of what the local
candidates would do for students
• Produced a General Election leaflet to
break down what each party’s manifestos
was so it was simpler for students
• Sports and Societies Accreditation
scheme launched with a good response
and 12 sports and societies achieving
gold excellence
• Held Societies Varsity held on the
29th April with a range of societies
holding joint events with York University’s
societies
• Participated as the student voice for
the new Vice Chancellor interviews
• Set up student interview panels for the
new dean of HLS
• It’s Not Okay (anti sexual harassment)
campaign, in which over 500 students
and staff signed the pledge, a video was
created stating our stance against sexual
harassment and policy was passed that
all first years will receive workshops
surrounding safety and harassment

• Passed policy to implement a peer
support pilot where first years will be
matched up with second and third years
on the same degree programme to help
introduce them to university life
• Created the More than a Degree
campaign jointly with the careers team,
introducing a week’s worth of workshops
to give students employment skills, with
over 100 students attending
• Helped the community with 30
students joining the Big Spring Clean and
litter picking across the local area
• Helped the Council organise York’s
Reclaim the Night, advertising the march
to students, with 20 attending and the
President giving the closing speech
• Won Varsity 38 – 10 against
Sunderland
• Introduced a No Platform Policy so no
racist/homophobic/sexist speakers could
speak at SU events
• Diversified the entertainments
programme, adding bubble football and
ben and jerry’s in your pyjamas

VICE PRESIDENT
EDUCATION (14-15)

VICE PRESIDENT
WELFARE & DIVERSITY
(14-15)

GABBY WILSON

It’s been an incredible year! From being
voted in at the elections to now, and
everything in between, it’s been a real
roller-coaster!
More than anything, I strongly believe
that getting a good degree should be a
student’s main goal. In my own first year
I was finding it quite difficult to settle
in. The current Sabs made me feel like
part of a University family and I want the
opportunity to give that back to more
students.
I have really thrown myself into this
role, delivering campaigns, launching
book swaps, developing ‘question of
the month’ platforms, elected 184
programme reps and much more. I
believe I have helped to make the
sabbatical team more well-known and
easily accessible.

The Highlights of my Year
• Delivered the ‘Follow the yellow brick
road’ campaign raised awareness of the
University Careers team and increased
attendance at drop in sessions by 6%
• Launched a book swap in the students
union to enable students to share text
books
• Developed the Question of the month
platform to allow students to priorise the
work of the Students’ Union on a monthly
basis
• Introduced the Request of the month
system as a way for students to get
feedback on university wide issues such
as cold rooms and hidden course costs
• Elected 184 programme reps with 56%
trained online and in person at a 3 day
conference.

• Held the first ever external programme
rep awards ceremony with 7 trophies and
over 50 accredited certificates
• Helped rewrite the regulations for
Undergraduate and Postgraduate awards
to make them more student friendly

AMY CHARLTON

With a year in the role under my belt, I
had developed a real love for helping
others, which caused me to re-run for the
role of Welfare & Diversity Officer.

has included helping to secure £750 of
funding to get night marshals.

More and more, my passion and focus for
the year was fair representation, making
our SU a more diverse and approachable
place to be for a wider range of students.
The people involved in the SU are all
fantastic, but most of them fit into the
same demographic. I also think that
it’s important for the SU to go to meet
people, rather than just expecting people
to come to them.

• Ran the “Plan safe, Drink safe, Home
safe” campaign twice this academic year;

Another huge driver for me is the safety
of my fellow students. I have tried to
ensure that whilst we present incredible
opportunities for students to get involved
and have fun, they are also safe, which

The Highlights of my Year

• Before the campaign only 47%
of students said they felt they ate a
substantial meal before going out,
compared to 76% after the campaign.
• Before the campaign 37% of students
said that they alternated alcoholic and
non-alcohol drinks on a night out in
comparison to 42% after the campaign.
• Before the campaign 48% of students
stated that someone would take charge
of getting people home safely before

the campaign in comparison to 65%
afterwards.
• Distribution of over 250 Housing packs
and over 160 students attended YSJSU’s
Housing Fair [DATE?]
• Co – ordinated the Lunar New
Year celebrations with International
Office which had over 150 home and
international students attend

THEME A

BEING A MEMBER
47%
The Students’ Union aims to provide
a platform for social and cultural
integration, helping students to make
friends and take part in extracurricular
activities, and support students with
their transition to University life.

“ There is always an event on in the SU,
so there is plenty to do and never get
bored. Even when there isn’t an event
on the SU is a relaxing place to just
chill and have a drink. ”
Source: Open comments from 		
SU Annual Members Survey 		
January 2015

of students know they
are a member of the Students’ Union due
to campaign activity such as ‘SU On Tour’

73%

of students believe
the SU provides a range of activities
and events to support the transition of
students to University

3260

students attended
the Fresher’s Fair in September 2014

49%

of students understand
that they can influence what the
Students’ Union does

1369

students voted in
the Sabbatical Officer and Faculty Chair
elections in February 2015 which was
22% of total students

146

We also continually increased the
quantity and variety of Sports Teams and
Societies, and the diversity of student
members of these groups

35%

of the student
population a member of one of 53 sports
clubs & societies supported - that’s 2289
students!

67%
5%
2%

students attended the
Annual General Meeting in December
2014 - an all time record!

of sports or society
members were women

77%

of sports or society members
were International Students

of students said they
were satisfied with their union in the
14/15 NSS Survey, ranking us 25th in
the country

714

students voted in the
Students’ Union first ever referendum,
which led to the shop no longer stocking
‘Lads Mags’

of sports or society members
were from a BME background

THEME B

COMMUNITY & LIFE SKILLS
62
Learning life skills whilst at University,
encouraging students to become involved in
volunteering, learning financial management
skills, and being positive role models in the
local community

82%

of students said they feel
safe living in York as a result of various
safety campaigns

52%

of students said they feel
prepared for life after University, which
was a dramatic improvement on previous
years, and a key area for support from
the Students Union

111

students were involved
in a multitude of voluntary projects
organised by the Students’ Union

students and residents
attended the FreeShop in the Students’
Union after a highly successful Freecycle
Campaign, with 18 bags of recyclable
goods redistrobuted.

• The Students’ Union continues to
maintain an environmentally friendly and
ethically sound practice in our operations
and achieved a Gold rating in the NUS
Green Impact Awards for the fourth
consecutive year

150

• We invited Amnesty International to
take over one of our Open Mic nights
and inviting students to perform to raise
money for the charitable cause

50

• Reintroduced the SSHH! Campaign
(Silent Students Happy Homes) with new
branding and a mascot

students attended our
first ever YSJ Housing Fair

students were trained and
acted as welcome helpers to move in and
welcome first years at arrivals weekend
We also:
• Worked with North Yorkshire Police
to provide property marking services on
campus and at Halls of Residence sites

• Hosted the Community Awards give the
local community residents an opportunity
to recognise the great voluntary work
done by York St John students
• Worked in partnership with the
University Student Services to promote
life skills workshops for students

THEME C

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
6
Supporting the teaching and learning
at the institution is a responsibility of
the Students’ Union, and providing the
support students need to complete
their degree is a top priority

83%

of students stated
they were satisfied with the University
Learning Resources in the 14/15 NSS
Survey, after we worked in partnership
with the University to continually improve
them.

69%

of students said
they knew who their Programme Rep
was, after a continued effort to raise
awareness of the Programme Rep
system.

• Worked in partnership with Student
Services to improve the quality of
academic support workshops, and
the awareness of these workshops to
students

74%

of students stated
they were satisfied with the University
Assessment & Feedback processess
in the 14/15 NSS Survey, after a
partnership between the SU and the
University to improve the Assessment &
Feedback process.

184

programme reps elected
- an all time high!

56%

of programme reps
were comprehensively trained at our
programme rep conference

Postgraduate Representives were
elected to represent the Postgraduate
students at York St John
• Worked in partnership with University
staff and Faculty Deans to continually
develop transparency to students within
assessment processes

“ The queries I’ve asked have always
been answered efficiently, if a member
of staff couldn’t answer the question
I’ve been redirected to the relevant
person ”
Source: Open comments from 		
SU Annual Members Survey 		
January 2015

THEME D

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT &
EMPLOYABILITY
95.7%
The Students’ Union is dedicated to
ensuring students grow and develop
as professional people, and have a
competitive advantage when getting
a job once they have completed their
time at University.

662

students utilised the
University Careers drop in’s between
September & December in 2014 as a
result of the the ‘Follow The Yellow Brick
Road’ campaign - a 6% increase on the
figures from 2013

Career Progression Case Study

Working in
partnership with the University we
have improved the future prospects of
students resulting in 95.7% of graduates
being in full time work or continued full
time study 6 months after graduating
(Source: 2014 Destination of Leavers
from Higher Education Study)
• The Students’ Union Chief Executive
delivered a Presentations and Public
Speaking workshop to students

Leigh Hankinson
Employee Services Manager
Nestle York

My experience in dealing with people at
many different levels and the numerous
transferrable skills I gained within my
time at University and the Students’
Union opened up a career opportunity
to work in Human Resources at a global
blue chip company. My involvement in the
Students’ Union has helped me to get to
where I am today. I couldn’t have got here
with just my degree credentials.
I enrolled at university in 2006 studying
Sports Studies and within weeks found
myself working behind the SU bar, it was
a great social space and I managed to
meet people from all ages social and

cultural backgrounds. I managed to
make a lot of international friends
who I still keep in contact with today.
I now work in a global company and
interact with people from all around the
world. My ability to adapt my style of
communication and appreciate cultural
differences has helped me to be effective
when aligning multiple teams over
different continents.
I was also a part of a sports team, which
for all it was back then, was a group
of people playing together for fun and
enjoyment. They soon became a core
group of friends and we have some
fantastic memories that we still reminisce
about when we meet. My roles within
the team included social secretary and
captain. Both roles needed exceptional
organisational and leadership qualities. I
have recently volunteered to project lead
UK&Ireland initiative to help improve the
engagement of our HR workforce. This
includes building a sustainable strategy
to our HR function and ensuring they
can actively feedback their ideas and
thoughts to help improve engagement.
The status of the project will be
presented to the HR Director and the rest
of the function throughout the project.

I was very fortunate in my last year of
University to run and successfully be
elected as President of YSJSU, I was
successful for the full term of two years. I
was the elected representative of YSJSU
to local and national bodies, director of
a charitable company and Chair of the
Trustee Board. I had multiple roles and
“hats” to wear, dealing with all varieties
of people simultaneously.
Honing my presentation and preparation
skills at University and as President
of the Students’ Union meant that for
my first 2 years in the business I was
organising, amending and producing
talent documents to the European Senior
Leadership Team on behalf of the UK
Market.
Learning key negotiating skills and
being part of a charitable organisation
gave me the financial acumen and
the communication capabilities to
be able to represent a large group of
employees in one of the most complex
and controversial decisions which my
company will make in the next 20 years. I
wouldn’t have had the confidence, or the
ability to do this without my experiences

at University and involvement with the
Students’ Union.

THEME E

WELFARE, SUPPORT & ADVICE
57%
98%
The Students’ Union is passionate at
helping and supporting students along
their journey and time at University,
including providing independent advice.
Ran the “Plan safe, Drink safe, Home
safe” campaign twice this academic year;
• Before the campaign only 47%
of students said they felt they ate a
substantial meal before going out,
compared to 76% after the campaign.
• Before the campaign 37% of students
said that they alternated alcoholic and
non-alcohol drinks on a night out in
comparison to 42% after the campaign.
• Before the campaign 48% of students
stated that someone would take charge
of getting people home safely before
the campaign in comparison to 65%
afterwards.

of students feel they can
approach the Students’ Union for support
and advice

43%

of students know
who the Sabbatical Officers are due to
improved visibility and accessibility

74%

of 1st year students
were satisfied with their University
Accomodation

22

vunerable students were
escorted safely home during Freshers
Week in September 2014 by the
Students’ Union Night Marshal Patrols

of Students’ Union staff
believe the organisation values diversity
(Source: Annual Employee Engagement
Survey March 2015)

“ I have found the staff in the SU to be
very friendly and approachable which
has definitely helped me to settle in. ”
Source: Open comments from 		
SU Annual Members Survey 		
January 2015
• Launched a programme of Diversity
Champions and elected Student
Champions to represent Mature,
Disabled, LGBT+, International and BME
students
• Worked in partnership with the
University to continually improve
University managed accommodation, and

engagement in negotiations around rent
prices

vulnerable students were able to get
taxi’s quickly rather than being left alone

• Continually developed the Equality and
Diversity Committee of the Students’
Union

• The Students’ Union Pay Safe Stay Safe
taxi scheme meant 6 vulnerable students
were able to get taxi’s home safely after
rather than walk home as they had no
money

• The Students’ Union Lone Person
Policy with a local taxi meant 4

OUR PEOPLE
88%
People are a key asset in ensuring we live our
core values and deliver our Strategic Plan,
we are committed to the development of our
people and recognising and rewarding their
valuable contributions to our aims.

78%

of the Students’ Union
staff believe the leadership team creates
a compelling vision

96%

Overall Employee
Engagement has risen from 93% in 2014
to 96% in 2015

100%

of the Students’
Union staff team believe their manager
trusts them to use their judgement and
experience

of the Students’ Union
staff team feel their work has made a
positive impact
• The Students’ Union has been
accredited with Investors in People Silver
level certification following an in depth
assessment process in March 2015

“ Everyone is treated with respect and
all staff and customers get along with
each other extremely well making it a
comfortable and fun place to work ”
Source: Annual Employee Engagement
Survey March 2015

“ The endless opportunities to further
develop the role and myself personally ”
Source: Annual Employee Engagement
Survey March 2015

“ I find that the flexibility with my
working hours and the opportunities
that I am given to expand my role into
more diverse areas which interest me
are the most beneficial, as they allow
me to keep my job around my degree
as well as allowing me to develop new
skills for future career development. ”
Source: Annual Employee Engagement
Survey March 2015

FINANCES & RESOURCES
£100,000
£24,109
£6,643
£2.5m
It is essential we spend the members
funds wisely and ensure future stability
whilst flexibility to adapt to changing
needs; also the physical space services
are delivered from needs to be fit for
purpose.

Diversified income streams though
delivering collaborative grant projects for

Achieved a pre-identified target level of
£100,000 of reserves funds

• Continued to conduct Mystery Shopper
programmes to ensure the quality of
service delivery is maintained and
developed

• Reviewed the Reserves Policy and
commenced development of a Finance &
Resources Sustainability Strategy

with North Yorkshire Sportivate and

with Sport England

Successfully negotiated a £2.5M
refurbishment project with the University
to relocate the Students’ Union to
modern facilities in the centre of campus

THE UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIP
35
88%
We will continue to strengthen the
partnership relationship with the
University whilst remaining the critical
friend acting in the best interests of
members.
• Increased student representation on
the University ‘Enhancing the Student
Experience Committee’ by securing
places for all four Faculty Chairs
alongside the President

The Students’ Union awarded
35 Yenguin Awards to University staff
members in recognition of the dedication
to enhancing the students experience

2439

attendences at
various events as part of our newly
launched SW5 Intramural Sport
Programme in partnership with the
University, which was a total of 603
individual participants

SW5

Worked in partnership
with the University to continually enhance
the student experience at York St John,
resulting in 88% of students stating they
were satisfied with the University overall
in the 2014/15 National Student Survey
(Source: NSS question 22)

SOME COMMENTS FROM THE
14/15 ANNUAL STUDENTS’ UNION
SURVEY
• I think that the nights that are put on
and the atmosphere at any time of day
within the student union is great.

• I always feel welcome and find there
are always a range of activities going on,
plenty to do :)

SOME COMMENTS FROM THE
14/15 NATIONAL
STUDENT SURVEY

• They listen

• A lot of offers for help and support,
even though I have not needed help so
far.

• In three years I’ve been involved in
sports and societies, and the Drama
Society specifically has been my rock
through the trials and tribulations of uni
life.

• I think that the Students’ Union offers
a wide range of services that appeals to
all types of people.
• Now that I have taken advantage of
the opportunities by joining a society,
becoming a rep and getting involved I
can see and appreciate the full extent
the Union are offering all the necessary
as well as extra provisions to enhance
the student experience. They are offering
such a diverse range of services for every
student.
• Fantastic services and friendly staff.
• They always try to help with issues,
even if that involves a long term plan.

• There are always lots of activities going
on in the SU and a range of different
sports teams and societies which cater to
a range of interests.
• Good events, range of choice of
societies
• The staff are always friendly and make
sure they provide plenty of activities and
I’ve personally received a lot of support
from them with issues I had.
• Being a full time mature student, I do
not access all the facilities the student

union provides as I attend uni one day a
week and fit this around work and family
life. However other students on my
course speak highly of the provision.

• Issues raised to our student reps are
dealt with and responded to seriously
and appropriately by the Students’ Union.

• I love the Students’ Union. I am a
member of a society and a sport team
and I am really enjoying both of them.

• The societies are smaller than some
I’ve interacted with at other universities
but there’s much more of an incredibly
close-knit family feeling available at YSJ.
These are such a huge part of the uni
experience and they’re amazing.

OUR
AWARDS

TWITTER: @YSJSU
FACEBOOK: /YSJSU

